Perry™ Orthopaedic
Perry™ Orthopaedic latex powdered surgical gloves provide extra protection through increased thickness,
strength, and tear and puncture resistance. The gloves ensure peak performance during high-risk,
trauma, and reconstructive procedures. They are brown in color to reduce glare from surgical lighting.

Safety & Protection
Infection Control
Viral Penetration. Although not an FDA requirement, Ansell’s
premium line of surgical gloves is tested to ensure protection
against viral permeation. These gloves meet or exceed ASTM
surgical glove standards. Manufactured within the quality
guidelines of ISO 13485, ISO 9001, and FDA-QSR.
Cuff Roll-Down. This glove features an inverted beaded cuff
that prevents cuff roll-down.
Bone Cement. Always follow manufacturers’ instructions
when mixing and handling bone cement. This glove provides
a protective barrier for handling and mixing bone-cement
product. Double gloving is the usual practice.

Skin Protection
Thickness. Perry™ Orthopaedic has 30% thicker fingertips than conventional surgical gloves.
They are recommended when extra protection and puncture resistance is needed during high-risk,
trauma, and reconstructive procedures.
Low Protein Content
Lowry Protein Assay
Avg.
Min.
Max.

Typical Results (µg/g)
115
81
183

Caution: Safe use of these gloves by latex-sensitized individuals has not been established.

Comfort & Fit
Donning
Alcohol Resistant. Ansell latex gloves provide a barrier for splash protection and/or short-duration
of alcohol contact.
Damp-Hand Donnability. This glove contains a USP absorbable dusting powder that allows for
smooth donning during dry or damp applications.
Double Donnability. This glove can be used as an under glove or an over glove depending on
the user’s preference.

Hand Fatigue
Shape of Glove/Former. Designed with Anatomic Curved Former for a more natural fit and less fatigue.
This exclusive Ansell former is the result of a staff dedicated to the development and continuous
improvement of formers.
Stretchability (Modulus). Because this glove is latex, wearers experience a more secure fit that provides
greater comfort without being baggy.

Tactile Sensitivity
Dependability. This glove is recommended for all levels of risk (high, medium, and low) where a sterile,
fitted surgeon’s glove would be applicable.

Grip
Application Driven. Anti-slip, smooth finish for a comfortable, secure grip.

Caution: This product contains natural rubber latex, which may cause allergic reactions.

Everything you touch...we touch.

